Vizient RxCommit
Committed purchasing for enhanced contract pricing

Overview

Supplier benefits

Vizient now provides RxCommit, a
new sourcing solution for Vizient
member health systems and
hospitals who are ready to
standardize their formulary
preference in specific categories.

Single point of contact: RxCommit staff work directly with key
contacts at the member site(s) to facilitate communication of value
and mutual opportunity, streamlining information and feedback to our
supplier partners.

RxCommit is best suited for
members that:
 Have a centralized formulary
management process and
cultural support for formulary
management and conversion
efforts
 Are ready for a longitudinal
commitment of their
pharmaceutical spend for
enhanced value
 Are willing to uphold RxCommit
contract commitments
 Want additional contract value
with the ability to adopt based on
their local needs

Drive market share and compliance: RxCommit members are
provided with quarterly contract compliance data at the individual site
level. This promotes and ensures system pull-through and
compliance for all participating members.
Ensure contract prioritization: RxCommit contract opportunities are
highlighted on an ongoing basis to promote member adoption and
and gain additional market reach.
Access to a diverse group of members: RxCommit membership
targets include both acute and non-acute facilities. The program is
appropriate for a continuum ranging from small/rural and
independently controlled members to large integrated delivery
networks and academic medical centers.
Education and outreach: RxCommit acts as an extension of
supplier resources for key accounts while extending supplier reach
for accounts without dedicated support.

Enhanced
Value

To learn more or enroll in the
RxCommit program, contact
David Reardon at
(972) 830-9734 or
david.reardon@vizientinc.com.
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In-depth
analytics

Compliance
monitoring

As the nation’s largest member-driven health care performance improvement
company, Vizient provides solutions and services that empower health care
providers to deliver high-value care by aligning cost, quality and market
performance. With analytics, advisory services and a robust sourcing portfolio,
we help members improve patient outcomes and lower costs.
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